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Your TLS Certificate Security

// Introduction: Digital Transformation Leads to
Explosion of TLS Certificates
Digital transformation is reshaping our connected

But machines, unlike people, do not use usernames

world. One of the obvious consequences of this

and passwords to identify themselves to one

shift is an unprecedented rise in the number of

another or to access data and services. Instead,

machines on enterprise networks—all of which

machines use cryptographic keys and digital

need to connect, authenticate and communicate

certificates—such as SSL/TLS, SSH and code

securely. Today, IT infrastructures extend well

signing—to identify and authenticate each other and

beyond physical and virtual servers in data centers

enable secure communication. To protect sensitive

and into distributed environments that often are

data, each of these machines should have unique

global in scope. These networks often include

identities—although often they do not.

public and private clouds, along with IoT devices and
artificial intelligence (AI) algorithms that help make
organizations more responsive to changing business
goals and customer needs. As a result, the definition
of machines that require unique identities in order to
connect and communicate securely has broadened
to include:
•

Mobile devices

•

Cloud instances

•

Websites

•

Online applications and microservices

•

APIs and SDKs

•

Containers

Securing SSL/TLS certificates and private keys has
become an especially pressing problem because
of the rapid adoption of TLS to secure client-server
communications. Use of HTTPS web encryption was
broadly adopted when, in 2018, Google Chrome
started flagging websites that didn’t encrypt traffic
with HTTPS as “Not Secure.” Between 2014 and 2020,
encrypted web traffic across Google products and
services jumped from 50% to 94%. Similar statistics
reflect this jump, including a rise in the percentage of
pages loaded over HTTPS in Chrome between 2015
and 2020—a rise of 46% among Windows users and
50% among macOS users.1
The security of TLS certificates and private keys
is crucial because they are used to protect a wide

These multiple machine types can be physical

variety of machine-to-machine communications,

(servers, PCs, mobile devices) or virtual (virtual

including transactions between web servers and a

machines, APIs, containers); are used in countless

majority of client-server communications on internal

ways; and have disparate lifespans. However,

and external networks. Because the dramatic

every one of these machines—from physical

increase in the number of TLS certificates goes hand-

servers to short-lived containers—needs the

in-hand with the exponential growth of machines that

ability to safely communicate with one another.

need them to authenticate themselves, this paper will

Therefore, machines must be able to identify and

focus on challenges connected with managing and

authenticate themselves to any other machine

protecting TLS certificates, as it has become an urgent

they connect with.

problem for organizations of all types.
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// The Challenge of Managing TLS Certificates
Enterprisewide
One of the biggest challenges organizations confront

some of these owners understand the importance

when managing TLS certificates stems from the

of securing TLS keys and certificates, that isn’t the

lopsidedness between the number of employees

focus of their jobs. Understandably, they believe the

managing devices and applications that require TLS

certificate services team will take appropriate, safe

certificates and the size of the certificate services

actions with their TLS certificates—something the

teams trying to oversee them. Most certificate

certificate services team cannot realistically do without

services teams—even those in very large enterprises

the certificate owners’ help. Certificate services teams

with billions of dollars in revenue and thousands

are handicapped by a lack of tools to solve these

of employees—typically consist of one to three

problems. Frequently, this understaffed team has to

people. These small teams traditionally have been

rely on homegrown scripts and databases to try to

responsible for:

manage thousands of certificates—processes that are
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• Managing relationships with public and internal
certificate authorities (CAs)
• Supervising the processes necessary to manage
the entire certificate lifecycle, including issuance,
renewal, validation and revocation
• Ensuring the certificates issued comply with
corporate and regulatory requirements
• Preventing (or trying to prevent) certificaterelated outages
In contrast, certificate owners, who span nearly every
enterprise group and line of business, typically have
minimal knowledge about the security impact of
machine identities, yet they control access to machines
and applications that require certificates. And while

increasingly unworkable.
In many cases, certificate services teams lack visibility
into the machine identities used across the extended
enterprise and so have no reliable way to know when
one of these unknown certificates is going to expire.
Moreover, even when a certificate services team
knows of an upcoming TLS certificate expiration on
critical infrastructure, they still must rely on certificate
owners to take action in preventing an outage.
To make matters worse, many organizations still
rely on manual issuance and installation processes.
This means that snafus caused by human error
can put the business at risk. When a certificate
incident occurs, the certificate services team often is
blamed—despite such outcomes being unavoidable.
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// Certificate Outages: Symptom of Weak TLS Certificate
Management and Key Indicator of Broader Security Risks
Outages caused by expired or revoked TLS certificates

link, keeping a map of the changes. The attacker’s

are one of the most visible signs of a weak TLS

machine supplies certificates to the web server

machine identity management program. A December

and impersonates the client. As a result, the

2018 Vanson Bourne study of 500 CIOs showed

attacker is able to receive traffic from the secure

that almost two-thirds of organizations experienced

website and exploit its contents.

at least one certificate outage on business-critical
infrastructure over the previous 12 months, while
three-fourths of CIOs have experienced the same
problem over the previous 24 months.
It’s not at all surprising that poor certificate
management frequently leads to outages on
business-critical infrastructure—but it’s not well
understood how costly these outages can be.
According to leading analysts, the average cost
of a critical infrastructure outage in Global 5000
organizations averages $5,600 a minute, or more

• Man-in-the-middle attacks: An attacker uses
SSL/TLS stripping tools to exploit the transition
from unencrypted to encrypted communication in
order to hijack communication between the client
and the server or hide in encrypted traffic.
• CA compromises: An attacker breaches a CA,
or a CA becomes distrusted by browser makers,
requiring its customers to replace their certificates
quickly and in bulk.
Despite these well-understood machine identity

than $300,000 per hour.

security risks, organizations haven’t had clear

In addition to outages, inadequate TLS machine

Until recently, standards and regulatory bodies, such

identity management practices leave organizations
vulnerable to several exploits that may be combined
with one another—as well as with malware and
other security-related vulnerabilities—to breach
organizations. These include:
• Server impersonation: An attacker impersonates
a seemingly legitimate TLS server.
• Traffic decryption: An attacker gets access to a
server where decryption is taking place because
the server’s certificate is expired or otherwise
compromised.
• HTTPS stripping attacks: An attacker intercepts

guidance on how to prevent or remediate them.
as PCI (Payment Card Industry), have offered only
vague advice about securing TLS machine identities.
For example, PCI-DSS 3.2.1, the latest version of its
standard, says that “SSL/early TLS is not considered
strong cryptography and may not be used as a
security control.” In other words, organizations that
must comply with PCI-DSS have to determine for
themselves what constitutes secure TLS keys and
certificates. Other well-known regulatory standards—
including the European Union General Data
Protection Regulation (GDPR), the Health Insurance
Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) and the
Federal Information Security Management Act

traffic between a web server and a client. Using

(FISMA)—similarly fail to provide specific, actionable

SSL/TLS stripping tools, the attacker replaces

guidance on TLS machine identity protection policies

the secure HTTPS link with an unsecured HTTP

or best practices.
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// NIST SP 1800-16: An Overdue Framework for
TLS Certificates
The widespread increase in TLS certificate use in

certificate management, along with a glossary of

machines underscores how intrinsic they are in

relevant terms

safeguarding a wide range of online communications,
both internal and internet-facing. Because TLS
keys and certificates serve as machine identities to
secure client/server communications, organizations
need a way to tackle the challenge of managing and
protecting these critical security assets. To answer
this need, NIST published Special Publication 180016: Securing Web Transactions, TLS Server Certificate
Management (SP 1800-16), the first framework that
directly addresses specific security controls for TLS
keys and certificates, along with detailed guidance
on effective management to address:
• The necessity of establishing secure TLS
communications policies
• The framework for these types of policies
• The ability to audit against these policies
• Existing TLS risks
• Emerging TLS risks
NIST SP 1800-16 consists of four volumes:
• SP 1800-16A, which provides an executive level
overview of the framework and its goals
• SP 1800-16B, which provides best practices and
recommendations on how to develop policies for

• SP 1800-16C, which explains the approach,
architecture and security characteristics put forth
by the National Cybersecurity Center of Excellence
(NCCoE)
• SP 1800-16D, which contains how-to guides to build
the example solutions for securing web transactions
Overall, SP 1800-16 provides clear guidance for
medium and large enterprises that rely on TLS for
internet-facing and internal machines using TLS
protocol for verification and authorization. The
publication does this by:
• Clearly identifying roles and responsibilities for
securing TLS
• Defining operational and security policies specific
to TLS keys and certificates
• Conducting continuous monitoring of a certificate’s
operational and security status
• Automating certificate management to minimize
human error and optimize speed in procuring and
renewing strong TLS certificates
• Enabling rapid migration to new keys and certificates
when cryptographic mechanisms are found to be
weak, compromised or otherwise vulnerable
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// Five Steps to Building a NIST SP 1800-16-Compliant
TLS Key and Certificate Program
SP 1800-16 provides organizations with a framework

The organization must choose (or an executive

from which to establish, manage and maintain

must volunteer to be) an executive owner who

compliance with an effective TLS machine identity

serves as the program’s steward and leader. This

protection program. SP 1800-16 is over 400 pages

executive is responsible for ensuring that the

long and worth a careful read by security professionals.

design of the organization’s machine identity

But the gist of its purpose reads as follows:

protection program is consistent with the its

Successful implementation of a certificate
management program relies on executive

security policies, has clear objectives, and has an
action plan and regular progress reviews.5

sponsorship, clear objectives, an action plan,

Executive sponsorship is critical to the overall success

and regular progress reviews.

of any TLS machine identity protection program. One
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Here are five key steps for building an effective,
NIST-compliant program.

key reason for this is that organizations must first
define roles and organizational responsibilities, which
typically cannot be resolved successfully without

Step 1: Secure Executive Sponsorship

executive support, education and buy-in.

To build a TLS machine identity protection

Moreover, this executive sponsor understands the

program, an organization should first obtain

significance of establishing and maintaining such a

executive sponsorship to tackle the many

program and can advocate for the program with his

organizational challenges that must be addressed

peers as well as application groups and business

in order to reduce the security risks associated

units. Therefore, this executive owner “should be

with properly managing TLS keys and certificates

prepared to educate the executives of each group of

and to ensure that these machine identities

certificate owners on TLS server certificate risks and

are a security asset rather than a liability.4

the executives’ responsibilities.”6
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Step 2: Clarify Certificate Owner Responsibilities

access to CAs that issue secure, policy-compliant
certificates with approved validity periods,

Once executive sponsorship is established, the

certificate owners must also make sure their

organization needs to delineate the responsibilities

certificates are renewed before they expire and

specific to certificate owners versus responsibilities

potentially cause an outage.

that fall under the certificate services team’s purview.
On a global level, NIST recommends that the certificate

• Automating certificate management.

services team is responsible for providing “a central

Once the certificate services team provides

system for certificate owners to establish and

the organization with a centralized system that

maintain their inventories,” while certificate owners

supports automating certificate management,
certificate owners must leverage those automation

are responsible for establishing and maintaining “an
inventory of all certificates and keys on their systems.”
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capabilities (discussed further in Step 4).

Organizations should also define the terms of

Step 3: Establish TLS Server Certificate Policies

service for their certificate services in writing so

SP 1800-16 provides comprehensive guidance for

that certificate owners clearly understand the
services they will receive, as well as their own
responsibilities. The terms of service should include
a description of the services provided, roles of the
certificate owners and the certificate services team,
and expected services levels and response times,

TLS certificate policies, including these key concerns:
• Establish and maintain clear visibility across
all TLS server certificates. Organizations
must build and maintain an updated inventory
of certificates. This inventory will help detect

as stated in SLAs.

potential vulnerabilities (such as weak key length

In addition, certificate ownership policies should

expiration, enable the certificate services team to

encompass:

or algorithms), identify certificates that are nearing
respond to large-scale cryptographic incidents,

• Assigning certificate ownership to functional
groups and updating information promptly.
It is essential to know who is responsible

and ensure compliance with regulatory guidelines
and established organizational policies.
• Set certificate validity periods. The validity

at all times for each certificate. It should be

period for a certificate defines the time that

updated—ideally in real time—as certificate

it is valid. Ensuring that certificates and their

owners are reassigned or terminated and the

corresponding private keys are changed regularly

ownership of their certificates change. To avoid

is important because shorter validity periods

a lag in updating ownership information, NIST

reduce the amount of time that a compromised

recommends assigning contact details for

private key can be used for malicious purposes.

certificate owners to functional groups and that

Organizations also should consider that TLS

any changes in ownership within these groups are

certificates are trending toward shorter lifespans

updated within an appropriate time frame (such

precisely because of the risks associated with

as 30 business days).

longer ones. As recently as 2017, TLS certificates
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• Ensuring that certificate owners only
procure TLS certificates from approved CAs.
The certificate services team is responsible for
establishing and managing business relationships
with approved external CAs and operating internal
CAs; however, certificate owners must take

could live as long as three years. In 2018, TLS
certificate lifespans dropped to two years. Then,
in February 2020, Apple announced that its
Safari browser will no longer accept new HTTPS
certificates with lifespans longer than 13 months
beginning on September 1, 2020.9 While the CA/

responsibility for using only the approved CAs.

Browser Forum hasn’t yet officially endorsed this

• Renewing and replacing certificates before

suggests it will happen in due course. Therefore,

they expire. While the certificate services
team must make sure certificate owners have

for all browsers, the events of the past few years
organizations should consider this eventuality.
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• Choose appropriate signing algorithms.

personnel have access to private keys and that the

CAs digitally sign certificates so their authenticity

authorized personnel are trained in the processes

may be verified. These signatures are generated

necessary to keep the private keys secure.

by using digital signature algorithms (e.g., RSA,
ECDSA) and hash algorithms (e.g., SHA-256).
If certificates are signed using a vulnerable
algorithm, such as the deprecated SHA-1 hashing
algorithm, then attackers can easily forge
certificates and impersonate TLS servers. All
certificates should be signed with an approved
signature algorithm and key length, as well as with
an approved hash algorithm as defined in NIST SP
800-131A and FIPS Publication 180-4.
• Set appropriate key lengths. Organizations
should require the use of keys with key lengths
equal to or greater than:
• RSA: 2,048 characters
• ECDSA: 224 characters
• Update Subject DN and SAN contents.
The combination of Subject Distinguished Name
(Subject DN) and Subject Alternative Name (SAN)
are used to identify the TLS server to which the
certificate is issued. The Subject DN includes
information such as the country, state, city/locality,
organization, organizational unit (e.g., department)
and Common Name (CN). The CN, when present,
and the SAN field contain the fully qualified domain
name or IP address of the TLS server. It is critical
that organizations implement approval processes
that ensure the Subject DNs and SANs in all
certificate requests are thoroughly reviewed and
vetted before they are sent to the CA.
• Certificate request reviews. To prevent rogue
certificates from impersonating legitimate servers
and individuals, all certificate requests should
be vetted to ensure they are issued only for valid
systems and people and are requested only by
authorized parties.
• TLS server private key security. Each TLS server
certificate has an assigned private key that must be
protected to prevent compromise. Organizations
should assess the criticality and risk of each TLS
server and determine the appropriate level of
protection required for private keys. Further,
organizations should ensure that only authorized

• Rekey/rotation upon reassignment/
terminations. System administrators who
manually manage TLS server certificates and
associated private keys on their systems can
make copies of the private key files. If a system
administrator is reassigned or terminated, then
the private key and certificate they are responsible
for should be replaced with a new key pair and
certificate and the previous certificate revoked.
• Proactive certificate renewal. When a
certificate nears expiration, it should be replaced
before the expiration date. Instead of waiting until
the last minute before requesting, obtaining and
installing a new certificate, organizations should
follow a standardized renewal process to avoid
unexpected issues, which could cause unplanned
outages and downtime.
• Crypto-agility planning. Organizations may
find themselves in situations where they need to
swap large numbers of certificates and private
keys quickly and reliably. Examples of these
situations include CA compromise or distrust,
vulnerable algorithms, and bugs in cryptographic
libraries. In order to respond rapidly to this type
of incident, organizations must ensure that the
implementation and availability of automated
processes to revoke and replace untrusted keys
and certificates are a primary component of any
policy developed for this purpose.
• Revocation. When notified that a private key
associated with a TLS server certificate has been
compromised, the issuing CA is required to revoke it
so that other parties don’t risk trusting it. Certificate
owners should understand their responsibility in
revoking certificates and should proactively revoke
certificates whenever an incident occurs.
• Continuous monitoring. TLS certificates
should be continuously monitored for expiration,
deployment and misconfiguration issues as well
as for vulnerabilities. Also, organizations must
comply with appropriate policies and regulations
to prevent outages and security vulnerabilities.
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• Logging TLS server certificate management

require that certificates issued by public CAs be

operations. TLS server certificates function as

published to a publicly available CT log; otherwise,

trusted credentials that authenticate servers

the browser will display a warning to the user. The

for mission-critical applications. Just as logging

availability of CT logs enables organizations to

data access is required for forensics purposes,

confirm that unauthorized certificates have not

logging all certificate and private-key management

been issued for their domains.

operations is critical in remediating incidents and
preventing future ones.
• TLS traffic monitoring. As discussed previously,

• CA trust by relying parties. Clients that connect
to TLS servers verify the validity of those servers’
certificates by using CA certificates or root certificates

attackers often hijack TLS certificates to hide their

stored locally in their systems. Many operating

identity and malicious operations, such as scanning

systems and applications (e.g., browsers) are

for vulnerabilities, leveraging vulnerabilities for

preloaded with certificates from public CAs that have

privilege escalation, denial-of-service operations

met the requirements of standards organizations,

and data exfiltration. In addition to monitoring

such as the CA/Browser Forum. To reduce their

the content of TLS communications for external-

exposure to CA compromise incidents, organizations

facing systems, organizations should monitor TLS

should minimize the CAs that their clients trust to only

communications between internal systems to

those they are likely to use for client communications.

detect attackers who may be attempting to pivot
between internal systems and gain access to critical
data or exfiltrate compromised data.
• CA authorization. An attacker can impersonate
a server if they are able to compromise an issued
certificate that includes the name of the server
and their own public key. To mitigate this type
of attack, organizations can require certificate
authority authorization (CAA) records for the DNS
domains of their servers with the names of the CAs
authorized to issue certificates for that server.
• Certificate transparency. Certificate

Step 4: Set Up a Certificate Service
Using Automation
Once policies and procedures have been
established, the organization must be able to put
these goals into practice. The safest, most effective
approach is for an organization’s certificate services
team to supply a central certificate service that
incorporates automated, technology-based actions
that gives individual certificate owners a frictionless
way to manage their certificates. This service should
let certificate owners perform the majority of tasks
pertaining to the certificate lifecycle without having

Transparency (CT) provides a publicly searchable

to depend on the actions of the certificate services

log of issued certificates. CT is primarily focused on

team—or being tempted to create workarounds that

certificates issued by public CAs. Some browsers

could increase security risks.
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An effective certificate management service

operating correctly. This step avoids many of the

should include:

outages caused by fast-moving staff or those still

• Seamless technology and services to connect
with issuing CAs, including self-service access
to provisioning, installing, renewing and
revoking certificates
• Certificate discovery and inventory management
that includes continuous monitoring and cryptoagility capabilities
• Easy integration with other enterprise systems
According to SP 1800-16, automation should be used
as much as possible for the enrollment, installation,
monitoring and replacement of certificates—and
any insistence on using manual methods where
automation could be used to limit operational
security must be explicitly justified.
Automation helps certificate owners adhere to their
responsibilities and helps the certificate services
team track and manage certificates across the
enterprise. Once certificate owners have taken a
proactive role in managing machine identities and
preventing certificate-related outages, automation
can validate their work and ensure the appropriate
steps have been followed. This includes daily
validation of all installed certificates, as well as

unfamiliar with certificate-related best practices
and acts as a failsafe for many automated actions.
It also checks the configuration of the end-entity
certificate and validates the end-to-end certificate
chain to guarantee the correct certificate is both
installed and effective.
Specific areas SP 1800-16 identifies as prime
candidates for automation include:
• Keeping an accurate inventory of all deployed
certificates, including relevant metadata
• Tracking ownership of each deployed certificate
and revoking the ownership of anyone who has
been reassigned or terminated using the principle
of least privilege
• Controlling ownership and access to private keys
based on the principle of least privilege
• Maintaining a policy folder structure that includes
self-service permissions and approval workflows
• Streamlining vulnerability remediation
The following illustration provides several specific
examples of manual administrative tasks that can
be automated:

ensuring renewed certificates are configured and

Benefits of Establishing a Managed Certificate Service

When designing automation workflows, the certificate service may be integrated with other systems
like ticketing and ITSM solutions, and procedures for signoff and override can be documented.
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Step 5: Audit Policies and Processes on a

Due to the critical role that TLS server

Consistent Basis

certificates play in the security and operations

Many industries—including financial services, retail
and healthcare—must adhere to standards from
government agencies and industry regulatory
bodies. As already discussed, every major
regulatory standard has language related to TLS

of organizations, and the risks resulting from
improper management, regular audits should
confirm the Certificate Services team and
certificate owners are fulfilling their responsibilities
in TLS server certificate management.10

keys and certificates; however, SP 1800-16 is the

The framework recommends that organizations

first framework that provides specific guidance

audit TLS server management practices and policy

on the structure and content of these policies

requirements, including:

and processes.
Auditing Certificate Management Programs
Existing NIST publications—such as FIPS 140-2,
SP 800-53 and SP 800-57 (Parts 1 and 2)—are

• All certificates issued through automated processes
• Strength of TLS certificates and keys
• Completeness of certificate owner inventories,

designed mostly for crypto managers, while SP

along with the steps they took to ensure all

800-52 deals with the secure implementation and

certificates are included

configuration of TLS servers. These regulations
tell organizations to “keep keys secure and
private” without telling them exactly how they can
accomplish these objectives.
SP 1800-16 states that auditing against an
organization’s certificate management program is a
key component in maintaining a successful one, as
well as a means to prevent unanticipated issues:

• Rotation of TLS certificates and keys when a
certificate owner is terminated or reassigned
Although it’s still in draft form as of March 2020,
SP 1800-16 has quickly become one of the most
downloaded NIST publications ever released. Its
clarity about how to deploy successful audits against
an enterprisewide certificate management program
underscores the overwhelming demand for this
information, particularly in highly regulated industries.
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// Conclusion

Why Machine Identity Protection Is

As large enterprises embrace digital transformation,

Needed in Today’s Enterprises

they face new challenges associated with the

Two actors exist on every network: people

concurrent surge in the number and types of
machines being used, as well as the scenarios in
which they are being used. In particular, machines
using TLS keys and certificates as machine identities
need their identities to be protected regardless
of how they are deployed on the network and no
matter which machines they connect with. The
dramatic increase in encrypted online traffic over
the last half decade underscores how ubiquitous the

and machines. People rely on usernames and
passwords to identify themselves to machines
in order to access networks and data.
Machines also must identify themselves to one
another to ensure safe communications and
exchange of data. Instead of using usernames
and passwords, however, they use machine
identities such as TLS.

need for secured TLS communications has become.

The number and types of machines continue

Because there are so many machines performing

transformation is completely dependent on

so many tasks, organizations can no longer manage
them manually. The risk of human error in managing
TLS certificates only increases as more and more
machines join networks. And since the owners of the
machines and applications that require certificates
need to issue or renew certificates more frequently,
human error can lead to unanticipated outages,
friction in processes and a host of machine identity
security risks. The logical solution is to automate as

to grow exponentially because digital
machines, not people. Yet organizations spend
more than $10 billion a year protecting human
identities—and almost nothing protecting
machine identities.
Bad guys know this. They now devote more
time and resources to stealing machine
identities because they tend to be less
protected, and the payoffs for doing so

many of these processes as possible.

outstrip that for human identities. In fact, this

Not surprisingly, the exponential growth of so many

SP 1800-16.

machines without corresponding security controls

situation was a key motivator for NIST drafting

in place to protect them leaves them vulnerable to
a wide range of threats, a few of which have already
been mentioned.

structure from which to build out such a program

NIST SP 1800-16 is the first framework to provide

technologies to bring it to fruition.

enterprises with specified guidance and best
practices to develop and deploy a coherent, effective
TLS certificate management program—and will no
doubt influence other standards and regulatory
bodies to clarify their own guidelines around TLS
certificate management. But having the needed

also requires relevant and effective processes and

Venafi Trust Protection Platform currently is the
only commercial enterprise solution on the market
that can meet all NIST requirements—even in large,
complex networks—and make your program an
unqualified success.
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How TLS Certificates Are Used
Transport Layer Security (TLS) is the industrystandard security technology for establishing
an encrypted link between a web server and a
browser. This link ensures that all data passed
between the web server and browsers remain

• Securing financial transactions, such as online
banking or stock trading
• Ensuring safe connections between mobile
devices and websites
• Encrypting web traffic through insecure channels

private and secure. TLS is designed to authenticate

• Verifying websites as legitimate

and secure connections between web clients and

• Protecting sensitive information such as

web servers over an insecure network; effectively,
it serves as a machine identity to authorize
connection and communication.
Here are a few ways in which TLS certificates
are used:
• Securing payment transactions on
e-commerce websites

medical records or Social Security numbers
• Protecting email and social media
• Validating online software and services
• Securing DevOps methodologies and
cloud instances
• Securing communications on mobile devices
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